RULES TO BE FOLLOWED
(The Chairman of the Hall will read the following information to examinees aloud
before the exam starts)
1.

Even if you complete the test, you can not leave the exam hall within the first 30 and the last 5 minutes of
the exam. For any reason, if you leave, you are not allowev to continue the test.

2.

It is strictly forbidden to enter into the exam hall with; documents including paper, books, notebooks, notes, and
etc; communication, storage, and recording and data transmission devices including compass, angle meter, ruler,
mobile phone, computer, calculator, tablet, radio, camera, and etc.; objects like weapons, and weapons even if
they are licensed or official.

3.

It is forbidden to talk and ask questions to officers during the exam. In the same way, it is forbidden for officers
to talk to the examinees closely with low voice. Officers can change your location if necessary.

4.

Please check the applicant's number, name and surname information on the answer sheet, fill in the relevant
fields on it. If this information does not belong to you, warn the officers and ask for your answer sheet.
Applicants’ exams if using another person’s answer sheet will be considered invalid.

5.

Applicants’ exams who do not code the test group (A or B) or code multiple groups on the answer sheet are
considered invalid.

6.

When you write or mark anything on your answer sheet, you should use a black pencil that prints bold.
Applicants’ exams are considered invalid if a pen (inexhaustible, inky, or colored, etc.) other than a black pencil
is used.

7.

In the following cases, the examination officers shall prepare an Individual Examination Cancellation Statement
and the examinations of the relevant applicants for that session shall be invalid:

a)
b)

Failure to comply with the rules of the exam and the reminders of officers,
Bringing the follwings with you to the exam hall; documents including paper, books, notebooks, notes, and etc;
communication, storage, and recording and data transmission devices including compass, angle meter, ruler,
mobile phone, computer, calculator, tablet, radio, camera, and etc.; objects like weapons, and weapons even if
they are licensed or official,
Having a calculator and/or using it,
Sharing tools and equipment suc as pen, eraser, etc. during the exam,
Writing answers outside the answer sheet and taking them out of the exam room,
Even the documents required to enter the examination are missing, participating in the exam and mark it on the
answer sheet,
Suspicion of the identity of the student by officers,
Not handing in the answer sheet and/or question booklet to officers completely and firmly, and taking them out
of the examination hall.
Individual Examination Cancellation Statement is prepared for examinees who are in the actions of cheating,
helping others cheat, and etc, and so their exams are deemed invalid.

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
8.
9.

Individual Examination Cancellation Statement is prepared for examinees who have performed any of the
actions such as tearing the answer sheet and/or the question book, entering the examination for another person,
or having someone take the exam for himself/herself.

10. Please leave your Exam Entrance Document and Photographed and Confirmed Identity Documet on top of your
table before the exam starts.
11. The time for you to answer questions in the question book is 120 minutes.
12. When you receive your question book, check the pages quickly to see if there is any mistake or incomplete
printing. In case of errors/incompleteness, please contact the Chairman of the Hall immediately to change your
book. Do not open your booklet again unless officers tell you that the exam has started.
13. Please check your name, surname, applicant number, test hall number, desk number, etc. in the relevant fields in
your question booklet. You can use the blank spaces in the pages of your question book as a work sheet.
14. Mark the booklet indicated in your answer sheet correctly, according to the question booklet (A or B) given to
you.
15. Mark your answers without going beyond the answer circle. Markings made on the question book will not be
evaluated.

16. When you want to make changes on the answer sheet, use an eraser that does not leave a mark. You do not
crumple your answer paper, do not fold it, and do not put any unnecessary marks on it.
17. Wrong answers will not cancel any correct answers. For this reason, it will be useful for you to not leave
any unanswered questions.
18. Every question has one correct answer. If you mark multiple answers for a question, your answer will be
considered as wrong.
19. At the end of the exam, you should submit your answer sheet and question booklet in full to officers.
Thank you for complying with the exam rules, we wish you success.

